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About This Game

Space Warfare is a simple strategic game in which the player is assigned the role of a resource builder and factories on the
planets. Fights with the enemy occur automatically, as well as building and moving ships.

There are 4 types of factories in the game.
1. Plant for the construction of frigates. Frigate - the simplest and fastest ship

2. Plant for the construction of cruisers. Cruiser is a medium-strong ship.
3. Plant for the construction of battleships. Battleship - the most powerful ship, is being built for a long time, it can easily

destroy frigates.
4. Factory for the production of star bases. Star base is not a moving fortification unit, one is being built on the planet, in case

of its destruction, a new fortress is immediately being built.

features
With the player removed the construction of units and control of the battle, the player can focus only on building and improving

plants, extracting resources.
Large-scale battles and troop movements, involving hundreds of units.
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Planet Zoo Mythgard Numantia Life is Pointless Our first review! It's amazingly negative!:

Hey all,

Just wanted to let people know that we got our very first legit game review. And they totally trashed Life is Pointless!

The review is very thorough, and anyone thinking about getting the game should probably read this first.

http://www.gamersheroes.com/honest-game-reviews/life-is-pointless-review/

The funny part is, I totally agree with everything the guy says here! He is totally right.

But I think the thing he missed was the fact that all of these "negative" factors he listed were actually intentional parts of the
design. It's SUPPOSED to be utterly ridiculous. Ah well, I guess some people just can't take a joke. :}
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